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Abstract: While the audiences for news and current affairs on the Internet are small, there is evidence from the United States that some online media are having a disproportionate influence on public affairs through their impact on the wider mediasphere. In particular, weblogs are credited with fact-checking the news media, widening the news agenda and forging new kinds of information networks. What is far from clear, however, is whether these new media contribute to a different quality of public debate or merely add a few extra voices. This paper explores the impact of weblogs on public affairs in Aotearoa/New Zealand through an analysis of the blogging of the 2005 general election.
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This paper explores the impact that weblogs, or online diaries, have had on public debates preceding the 2005 New Zealand general election. While the audiences for this new communicative form are small, vast numbers of weblogs are being written, and major claims are being made about their role in mediating politics. There is commonly a double argument at work in such claims. Many commentators argue that democratic politics has suffered for being mediated through the practices of commercialised mass media which have dominated and then narrowed the public sphere.​[1]​ Secondly, in the context of that concern there has been strong interest in new media forms, particularly those on the Internet, as a ‘radical departure’ from old media,​[2]​ often in terms of a ‘de-massing’ of the media and a revitalisation of public debate. Weblogs in particular are widely understood in terms of such discourses, both by those who produce and read them and by analysts. In the United States, commentators have argued that major political debates, such as over the so-called ‘war on terrorism’, the invasion (or liberation) of Iraq and the 2004 presidential election campaign, were inflected by the commentary circulating on the Internet through this diary format. As a result of largely anecdotal evidence, claims are circulating that weblogs will ‘remake political journalism and quite possibly democracy itself’.​[3]​
Discussion of the impact of these online diaries (hereafter shortened to blogs) on New Zealand public debates have arisen around the 2005 general election campaign. News programmes, including TV1’s Agenda and Radio New Zealand’s Morning Report, have canvassed opinion, and bloggers themselves have commented at the length on their role.​[4]​ This paper, written as the election campaign closed, pulls key parts of that debate together and submits the major claims made to initial analysis. It concludes that in New Zealand at least blogging’s impact is minor, particularly in terms of improving the quality of debate, but that it introduces new voices into this country’s small space of elite political debate.
Blogging and the blogging literature 
Weblogs are webpages which are regularly updated, with the most recent material appearing at the top, usually date-stamped. Since blogging emerged as a distinct genre at the end of the 1990s, numbers have reached the millions (one search engine claims to find 10 million weblogs worldwide​[5]​). These numbers are partly explained by the easy-to-use and free or cheap software that enables their writing and uploading onto servers. Empirical research on weblogs and bloggers, so far, has been limited.​[6]​ Krishnamurthy, however, based on a study of postings on a community news blog in the week after 11 September 2001, suggests they can be divided into four groups along the dimensions of personal vs. topical and individual vs. community (see Figure 1).​[7]​ 

Figure 1. Types of Blogs

By far the majority of blogs are thought to be personal sites (70 percent by one count​[8]​), containing reflections on everyday life and produced by individuals. Many are written for a primary audience of the other bloggers to whom they regularly link (although most are available to anyone without restriction). Many also mix links to webpages that the weblogger regards as noteworthy with commentary on those links. Through both these forms of hyperlinking, bloggers position themselves within wider knowledge networks and wider discussions, channelling information, commenting on that information and thus gaining readers and reputations.
A significant minority focus on matters of public debate and it is these which tend to have the widest readership. Instapundit, for example, written by Glenn Reynolds, a law lecturer at the University of Tennessee, has gained a huge following. In March 2005, Reynolds claimed his hundred-millionth page hit, with 185,000 more hits each day.​[9]​ On the smaller scale of New Zealand, one leading blogger, David Farrar, claimed 40,000 visits a week in July 2005.​[10]​ The small number of such ‘A-list’ blogs gain their readership often through their sharp, highly partisan commentary on public affairs and through their role as focal points where others can find the latest topical links and discussions.​[11]​ After the 11 September 2001 attacks on the United States, blogging became a significant site of debate among citizens of that country.​[12]​ Blogging is therefore characterised by its rapid growth to a significant media form, its liminal position between personal and public genres, the heavy use of hyperlinks to other blogs and the wider Internet, its hierarchical structure favouring a few ‘A-list’ bloggers, and its growth as a vehicle of often polarised political debate.
Blogging and mediated public debate
Much of the commentary on blogging has emphasised its potential impact on public debate through its impact on journalism. The US blogger and former New Republic editor Andrew Sullivan, for example, calls blogging a ‘media revolution’, citing cases such as the vigorous arguments among bloggers over a CBS News story. The news channel had revealed new documents, which were later widely accepted to be fake, that suggested President George W. Bush missed some military service during the Vietnam era. Sullivan writes:

While CBS had a handful of experts look at the dubious memos (and failed to heed their concerns), the blogosphere enlisted hundreds within hours. Debates ensued, with different blogs challenging others over abstruse points. Yes, some of this was fuelled by raw partisanship and bias. The blogosphere is not morally pure. But the result was that the facts were flushed more effectively and swiftly than the old media could ever have hoped. The collective mind also turns out to be a corrective one.​[13]​

This is heady stuff, and involves at least three claims at once. Firstly, Sullivan (and others who follow this argument) suggest that blogging is a functional part of journalism. A conservative gloss on blogging sees it as returning journalism to its proper track of unbiased reporting. Since the form began in the late 1990s, a number of blogs have moved from commenting on public affairs to critiquing the factual accuracy and bias of the mainstream news media’s coverage of public affairs. There is even a word for this among bloggers – ‘fisking’, named after Independent journalist Robert Fisk who was the first to receive such sustained critique. This fact-checking has led to some high-profile retractions and corrections. Sullivan argues further that bloggers play a more systemic role in providing forums for media-watching and thereby ‘adding to the forces’ which brought down the New York Times editor Howell Raines, the BBC director-general Greg Dyke and CBS anchor Dan Rather in the scandals which beset each. Certainly, conservative bloggers in the US could be seen as playing a part in what Herman and Chomsky call the ‘flak’ through which dominant groups control the news media.​[14]​
A more radical gloss sees blogging as not simply raising the standards of journalism but as extending it into new territory, particularly by breaking down barriers between journalists and readers. Dan Gillmor, a former technology columnist for the San Jose Mercury News and now a full-time blogger, writes that his blog has forced him to revise his relationship with readers:

Writing about technology in Silicon Valley, I used the blog to generate even more feedback from my audience. That audience, never shy to let me know when I get something wrong, made me realize something: My readers know more than I do. This has become almost a mantra in my work. It is by definition the reality for every journalist, no matter what his or her beat. And it’s a great opportunity, not a threat, because when we ask our readers for their help and knowledge, they are willing to share it — and we can all benefit. If modern American journalism has been a lecture, it's evolving into something that incorporates a conversation and seminar.​[15]​

In this view, the interactivity of media such as blogging bridges the gap between journalists and their audiences, leading to more accurate and more insightful journalism. In another example of such ‘open source journalism’, cited by Rosen,​[16]​ a United States weblogger, Josh Marshall, enlisted his readers’ help to phone their local Republican members of Congress to ask how they voted in an otherwise unrecorded voice vote in 2004 on the ‘DeLay rule’, which changed the rules allowing Republican House of Representatives leader Tom DeLay to remain in office even if he was indicted in connection with a financial scandal. To Rosen, the blog’s innovative news gathering put pressure on Republican representatives that the mainstream news media, dependent on House of Representatives channels which were in this case controlled by the Republican party, failed to achieve. This vision is, however, confronted by the logistical problem that journalists can rarely respond to more than a handful of the comments posted on their blogs or the emails they receive. There are few other examples alongside Marshall’s. There is also a powerful cultural resistance in journalism to engaging in debate with readers or giving them any active role in newsmaking.​[17]​ Such innovative news gathering and reporting of politics is therefore better seen as emerging to play a minor role alongside established news practices rather than replace them.
This takes us to the second claim in Sullivan’s CBS example: that blogging brings new voices into the spaces of public debate and therefore sets new agendas for that debate. The readers whom Gillmor, Sullivan and Rosen discuss are regarded by them as part of a participatory media or ‘we media’ movement which is taking back power from media organisations.​[18]​ Often cited in the claim for an agenda-setting power is the resignation of United States Senate majority leader Trent Lott after bloggers picked up on racist comments he made at a function in 2003. Also often cited is the writing of the pseudonymous Baghdad blogger, Salam Pax, during the 2003 US invasion of Iraq. To at least one observer, this correspondence was far more perceptive and powerful than that written by ‘the crowds of well-resourced international journalists sitting in the air-conditioned comfort of five star hotels’.​[19]​ After Hurricane Katrine hit the southern coast of the USA, a number of news organisations drew upon bloggers’ accounts – some, such as the New Orleans Times-Picayune, relying on them as their own newsgathering ground to a halt for a time – in describing the disaster’s human impact and contradicting the claims of government officials about the efficacy of their response to it.​[20]​ Proposals in both San Francisco and South Australia that bloggers should be subject to the restrictions on balance and registration placed on journalists during election campaigns certainly suggest that politicians are sensitive to the arrival of blogging and its potential impact on established channels of public debate.
Yet while such instances suggest blogging’s potential power to broaden debate beyond the limitations imposed by news practice, other critics point to the anecdotal nature of the evidence. Scott is cautious about the claim that it was bloggers rather than political opponents and journalists who brought Lott down.​[21]​ Haas notes that ‘the primary contribution of politically-oriented weblog writers consists in linking to and commenting on preexisting Internet-based mainstream news reporting and commentary’.​[22]​ Moreover, he cites a number of studies which suggest that, far from challenging news agendas or the dominance of elite sources, blogs largely reproduce and thereby strengthen the narrow range of perspectives to be found in the mainstream news media. Drezner and Farrell argue that it is only under certain circumstances, sometimes when a major issue has been neglected by the mainstream media, that blogs ‘have ignited national debates’, such as on the question of racial profiling at airports, or ‘kept the media focused on scandals’, such as bribery allegations at the United Nations.​[23]​ Drezner and Farrell provide little clarity, however, on the circumstances under which blogs successfully promote neglected issues into the mediated public space, and it is therefore difficult to judge whether there are any systemic impacts of blogging in this regard.
Drezner and Farrell also note that blogging’s hierarchy culminating in a few ‘A-list’ writers produces a small number of stars who are read by, feted by and sometimes absorbed into the media. In particular, the highest profile blogs on public affairs appear to be read disproportionately within the media and political cultures for their insider gossip and argument.​[24]​ The vast majority of bloggers have next to no impact on news agendas and are not heard. Blogs therefore provide particularly acute evidence of a wider problem that, as May notes, ‘the use of ICTs may help those already engaged in politics, who are already actively participating in democratic forums, but may not necessarily encourage engagement by those not already taking part’.​[25]​
Sullivan’s third claim for the significance of blogging in public affairs is that it mediates debate in ways not found in the mainstream media because it operates by different dynamics. What these dynamics are, however, is not clear. Some writers emphasise a collective dynamic in the ‘blogosphere’. John Hiler and Sullivan, quoted above, talk of a ‘collective mind’, which is able to develop ideas and analyses at a speed and precision which few individuals or even institutions can match.​[26]​ Thus Allan cites Australian blogger Tim Blair’s experience during the 2003 invasion of Iraq.​[27]​ Blair, sceptical of claims by the Independent’s correspondent Robert Fisk that serial numbers on bomb fragments in a Baghdad marketplace were American, putting the blame for the deaths of civilians at its door, asked his readers for help. Within a day, he received (sometimes reluctant) confirmation from the military experts among his readers that the serial numbers were indeed American, along with detailed information on the type of missile and its place of manufacture. This ‘collective mind’ is, however, one dominated by the small number of ‘A-list’ bloggers who are most widely read. Shirky finds that as few as a dozen blogs account for 20 percent of other bloggers’ links in the US, giving them significant power in propagating ideas and arguments.​[28]​ 
To sociologists of the network society the point here is not the degree of collectivity or the dominance of certain voices in blogging. It is rather the disembedding of information sharing from both institutional structures and physical place and the emphasis instead on individuals situated within networks. Wellman et al., for example, argue that ‘the person has become the portal’ in parts of society shaped predominantly by social networks. As people in highly mobile and densely networked consumer societies move through multiple communities in their daily lives and make more active choices about their participation in those communities, the individual takes centre stage as the node of knowledge and values. Institutions, from news organisations to nation states, are no longer so straightforwardly dominant in organising the social.​[29]​ Blogging provides a key example for this analysis. Waldman notes that blog readers use prominent bloggers as ‘trusted intermediaries’.​[30]​ That is, they come to trust these bloggers in sifting news and analysis which accord with and shape their taste, judgements and politics. Waldman argues that the habits of regular blog readers therefore suggest a shift in media consumption from subscribing to institutions to subscribing to people. Such habits are potentially significant, suggesting a growing emphasis upon the individual and the subjective in parts of contemporary culture, contrasting with the emphasis on processes of objective, professionally edited information which news organisations exemplify.​[31]​ To some commentators, there are major political implications here. Kahn and Kellner, for example, argue that blogging, along with the wider technoculture to which it belongs, ‘makes possible a reconfiguration of politics, a refocusing of politics on everyday life, and the use of the tools and techniques of emergent computer and communication technologies to expand the field of politics and culture’.​[32]​ Again, however, such trend-spotting is well ahead of any empirical evidence.
Blogging and politicians
A growing number of politicans include blogging in their campaigning, most notably Howard Dean during his campaign for the US Democratic presidential nomination in 2003 - 2004. Dean used blogs successfully to raise funds and to gain both grassroots and wider support.​[33]​ The appeal of such websites is clearly that they offer politicians the potential to bypass the critical – sometimes cynical – framing of public debate in the news media.​[34]​ Griffiths argues that blogs have allowed a re-conceptualisation of the way in which aspects of political campaigning are conducted.​[35]​ Politicians can now be connected with the electorate in ways that are not possible through traditional media channels. Lamb similarly argues that a successful political blog would see a candidate ‘write an ongoing blog to his potential constituents explaining his positions on issues. They could read his pitch and offer feedback, creating a kind of political dialogue that would be based on substance more than sound bites.’ ​[36]​
Yet campaign blogs such as Dean’s, which are part of highly managed communications strategies, and where the writing is done by professional communications staff on behalf of candidates, do not fit comfortably within that description. Indeed, leading conservative blogger Dave Winer dismissed Dean’s blogs as a ‘gimmick’ for this reason.​[37]​ Such blogs are perhaps better understood within the same terms as politicians’ appearances on talk shows, providing the opportunity for politicians to forge a relationship with voters based more on personal qualities than policy or ideology. The ostensibly intimate connection of the politician’s blog, with the online diary format’s characteristic emphasis on the subjective and the personal, may well still need to be analysed in terms of critiques of the managed presentation formats of personality politics.
Analysis
Against a background of these debates, this paper reports on a preliminary analysis of 20 politically oriented blogs during the 2005 New Zealand general election campaign (see Appendix). We believe that these form the majority of such blogs in New Zealand, that were actively updated during the election period. As can be seen from the Appendix, these range from blogs produced by news organisations to ones produced by political parties and leaders and blogs written by individuals. They are fairly evenly split between left-wing, right-wing and less partisan viewpoints. The analysis is better understood as a media monitoring exercise than a systematic analysis. Kane Hopkins is currently working on a larger project theorising political blogging as participatory democracy and analysing the quality of discussion and analysis on these blogs, the relationships among bloggers and their motivations and self-understandings. The research reported on here limited itself to following the postings on the blogs during the campaign period (July to September, 2005), looking for evidence of a widening of the news agenda,  fact-checking of the mainstream news media, and the forging of new kinds of information networks about the campaign. Our observations are reported below.
Agenda Setting And Fact Checking 
There is little evidence in our monitoring that blogs set mainstream media agendas during the election campaign or provided a significant check on the news in the ways Sullivan and others suggest. In line with the arguments of Haas and others sceptics in other contexts, we found that New Zealand blogging appeared to respond to media agendas much more than it led them during the election. Yet, also in line with the picture in the United States, blogs on New Zealand public affairs are widely read in local media and political circles, and their potential power to affect the media agenda cannot be discounted. The few examples of this occurring during the 2005 election campaign are therefore suggestive.
Rather than setting fresh and radical agendas for mediated politics, blogs on public affairs make most sense when regarded as reflecting already existing competing agendas surrounding the election campaign and reflecting existing modes of political campaigning. To take one instance, though a prominent one, the Opposition National Party’s billboard campaign aimed at fostering a a sense of dissatisfaction with the two-term incumbent Labour-led Government, personified by Prime Minister Helen Clark, while associating Oppsotion leader Don Brash with sound government (see Figure 2), was heavily discussed in the blogs and its message reflected in many of the blogs with a conservative bent. The billboards, and the wider National Party campaign, headlined ‘Change the Government’, thus emphasised the credibility to govern of the two leaders much more than central matters of policy such as National’s taxation plans. Significantly, many blogs similarly emphasised the campaign as a matter of the leaders’ suitability to govern. The National Party-supporting blogger Grant Tyrell (nzpundit), for example, wrote:

Lowest of the low August 23, 2005
I am, of course, talking about Helen Clark. There was a time where, whilst I fundamentally differed with her on most things, I had a sneaking admiration for her as a politician (if that's a compliment).
[…]
Then came that motorcade. Arguably politically foolish. Personally I don't really care if her motorcade goes flat tack to reach an appointment or a rugby game but as soon as a hint of scandal came down she hit the panic button and started putting heads (other than hers) on the chopping block.​[38]​

Figure 2. National Party billboards


It would be difficult to separate out the extent to which such commentary reflected National’s agenda from the extent to which it reflected some wider public mood which the party was seeking to draw on or from the extent to which it reflected the tenor of news media coverage. We can safely observe, though, that bloggers such as Tyrell did not set any particularly new agendas with such commentary. In our judgement, blogs of other political persuasions similarly followed the themes and forms of argument of political campaigns and media commentators in their reflections on the election.
Much of the time, the topics covered by the blogs that we tracked were in direct and explicit response to news reports, whether these were the results of opinion polls or leaders’ debates or news stories on the campaigning. Russell Brown (Hard News), for example, comments on a Television New Zealand opinion poll:

Ugly As | Sep 05, 2005 09:01
Last night's Colmar Brunton poll [link to TVNZ website] was about as ugly as could be for Labour, which can only hope that it's as much of an outlier as Pete Hodgson says it is. It certainly makes the position of New Zealand First interesting: if Peters does, as suggested here today [link to Press story on Stuff website], declare a coalition preference for National, he may lose even more of his support, given that more than half of his voters want him to go with Labour.​[39]​

As well as such comment on news content, a number of bloggers also comment on the quality of news media coverage, taking on the role of ‘fisking’ discussed above.
However, there is little original reporting in the blogs we studied. Occasionally, the bloggers would provide information additional to that provided in the news. Brown, for example, reported that ‘a workmate’ and an ‘estranged family member’ had just called him to say that members of the Exclusive Brethren had been putting up National Party billboards – contrary to the protestations of both.​[40]​ Aaron Bhatnager posts an anecdote from a National Party activist on harassment by ‘anti-National’ security guards when he was distributing fliers in a shopping mall at the same time as Labour leader Helen Clark was visiting the mall.​[41]​ Keith Ng, who posted on the Public Address blog site, provided the most comprehensive, near-journalistic coverage of the election we found among the blogs we followed. His reports were timely, insightful and balanced. Ng’s stable mate, Brown, while a self confessed centre-left supporter and writer, also provided more balanced coverage on issues. Brown, for example, followed a number of voices in the mainstream media in criticising Labour’s decision not to release Treasury papers, whereas Labour Party blogger Jordan Carter (Just Left) labelled such discussion a ‘media beat-up’.
Even more rarely, information from such blogs was then picked up by the mainstream news media. Bhatnagar reported that Labour Cabinet Minister Judith Tizard walked out of a meeting, allegedly stating that she deemed the meeting of little political value because the media had not been invited. His posting, at 9.49pm on the night of the meeting, was picked up by another blogger, Peter Cresswell (Not PC), at 8.53am the next day. Other blogs started linking to these sites and the New Zealand Herald printed a story two days after the meeting, on 13 September. The Herald journalist who wrote that story, Claire Trevett, told us that she came across it on David Farrar’s kiwiblog.co.nz, who linked back to the original posting by Bhatnagar. She also acknowledges that she, along with colleagues at the New Zealand Herald, used blogs as a source for other stories. While none of these stories were of any great importance it does however demonstrate that the highest profile blogs are well read among journalists and others within the political elite. Farrar’s site statistics, for example, are dominated by vists from people within the Internet domains of Parliament, APN (largely New Zealand Herald), Auckland University and Treasury.​[42]​ The Tizard anecdote also demonstrates the potential power of the filtering mechanism of blogs, by which small but interesting nuggets amongst the large amounts of blog writing are selected by other bloggers as worth commenting on, with ‘A-list’ bloggers who are read by journalists picking up the most interesting nuggets, and finally journalists following up on those. Further analysis is required of what definitions of newsworthiness are applied in this filtering process, particularly of whether the often highly partisan nature of New Zealand blogs on public affairs leads to an over-emphasis on negative stories that serve those agendas. We are also aware of some anecdotal evidence of a group of conservative bloggers coordinating their commentary with the aim of bringing some topics to prominence in the local ‘blogosphere’.
Bloggers as political actors
More significant to us is the distinctive flavour that blogs contribute to political campaigning. Many of the blogs we followed were highly partisan and aligned themselves with one of the political parties contesting the election. A number were written by people in party political roles, including Frogblog (written by Green Party parliamentary staff), kiwiblog (written by David Farrar, manager of the National campaign in Wellington Central) and Just Left (written by Jordan Carter, manager of the Labour campaign for the same seat). What characterises political blogs from this perspective is the blurring of the roles of their writers. These sites were partly internal party mechanisms, gathering support, communicating campaign messages to the faithful and providing gossip for that community of activists. They were partly tools to communicate with the wider public, particularly for more radical voices who perceive themselves as marginalised by the mainstream media. And they were partly expressions of the arguments and reflections of individuals. As is discussed below, it is perhaps this mixing of roles – which can be seen as characteristic of blogs​[43]​ – that contributed to the success of the blogs which gained a profile. Conversely, those blogs which were purely party political devices, such as the blog purportedly by Helen Clark on the Labour Party website, fell flat.
It is possible, then, that one contribution of blogging to the 2005 election campaign was to raise the profile of a number of individual political voices rather than the parties they represented. Farrar, for example, makes few claims for blogging in shaping the mainstream media election coverage.​[44]​ However, he argues that the positions he argued on his blog, responding to other bloggers’ equally strident arguments or to the news media, sometimes had an influence on National Party campaigning. When the trades union movement was pushing for 5 percent pay rises in the pre-election period, he suggested on his blog that a 5 percent pay rise would lead to only $5 a week extra in the hand for families affected by the 90 percent marginal tax and abatement rates under Labour’s ‘Working for Families’ regime. Farrar claims that at the next Parliamentary Question Time this issue was set down as a question and also used in press releases by National finance spokesperson John Key and party leader Don Brash, as well as making it into some speeches.
More significant is the possible role blogging played in the success of ACT leader Rodney Hide in winning the Auckland constituency of Epsom. Hide’s prolific blogging during the election could be argued to have enhanced his personal profile during the campaign, although this is hard to substantiate. However, the fact that Hide’s electorate success was in the face of a very poor result for the party overall suggests some correlation between the individualised mode of the blog and the success of a particular kind of politician.
Hide was by far the most prolific political party leader blogger during the campaign. He started his blog on 27 April 2004, announcing Richard Prebble’s departure as ACT Party leader and his and parliamentary colleague Ken Shirley’s decisions to put their names forward to lead the party. Between April 2004 and the election he posted over 1600 entries and received nearly 15000 comments. He was able to use the site in rapidly responding to media coverage. For example, when the Sunday Star-Times (28 August, 2005) reported damaging evidence that senior figures in ACT helped back Brash's National Party leadership coup, Hide was able to work to discredit the statements quickly on his blog.​[45]​ He also used the blog to inform supporters about upcoming events and media activity, such as interviews or leaders debates. Most striking of all, the blog provided a constantly updated picture of Hide as an individual, in a context that was less formal, was entirely controlled by Hide himself and appeared uncontrived. 
In fact, Hide’s blog site was personalised in such a manner that a site visitor was able to see if Rodney was online at the time, so that he could be contacted directly and without delay. In the context of pre-election polls suggesting that Hide, and the ACT Party, were heading for political oblivion, and where it was imperative for him to maintain the highest profile possible in order to retain his place in parliament, this quite personal communicative form may have had some political force. We can guess that few of the particular subset of Epsom voters who were wavering between the ACT and National candidates had access to the Internet and read Hide’s blog. But the blog’s potential role in galvanising Hide’s team, raising his profile and managing his wider media profile cannot be discounted. Blogging perhaps emerges from the 2005 election campaign as a tool in the armoury of the personality-based politician.
Blogging and the institutions of politics
In stark contrast to the blogging of individuals, blogging that was initiated by institutions emerged as lifeless and – we would argue – much less influential on the result of the campaign. The newspaper company Fairfax New Zealand Ltd, provided an opportunity for politicians from all of the major political parties to contribute to a blog on its news website, stuff.co.nz. Five parties were represented by their leaders (Don Brash, Winston Peters, Jeanette Fitzsimons, Tariana Turia and Jim Anderton), while Labour was represented by the (relatively) technology-savvy minister, Steve Maharey. These politicians’ blog entries read as little more than press releases, and contained none of blogging’s usual interactive features, such as links to other online material, archives or the ability to offer comments or feedback to the author.​[46]​ Brash, for example, wrote:

In Wellington yesterday, Bill English and I launched an education initiative that will be a vital building block to raising literacy and numeracy standards in our schools, to the benefit of all New Zealanders. Currently, there is far too much politically correct nonsense around the reporting of failure, and problems that could lead to failure, in our schools.​[47]​

The postings were not characterised by any private, individual voice or sense of immediacy and spontaneity. Nor were Helen Clark’s on the Labour Party website: 

Wet and miserable weather did not dampen spirits at the two Palmerston North schools I visited today. At St Peter’s College, where they were marking the 30th anniversary of the opening of the school, the auditorium was full for celebrations that included speeches, singing, a stirring haka, an audio-visual presentation featuring images from the school’s opening 30 years ago, and the cutting of a formidable cake. In my address I recalled that Norman Kirk had attended the school’s opening, in what was one of his last public engagements before his untimely death in August 1974.​[48]​

Only rarely was there any hint of a personal perspective on issues. It is generally accepted that members of the parties’ media units or press secretaries wrote many, if not all, of the postings. The parties were thus attempting to reproduce the conventions around political speeches – fronted by politicians but researched and crafted by support staff – in blogging. Clark’s weblog had 35 entries between 8 March 2004 and 27 August 2004 but was discontinued without explanation. This half-way house blogging could be explained by their authors’ lack of familiarity with writing in such a mixed public-personal genre. It could also be explained in terms of the risk to institutions by precisely that mixing, which might lead to some caution. Only months before, Labour MP John Tamihere had ceased posting to his blog (johntamihere.blogspot.com) after postings comparing members of the TV3 news staff to Hitler and Goebbels caused a political storm.​[49]​
Final Thoughts
At the heart of the analysis of the impact of blogging on mediated politics during election time is the issue of the quality of public debate. To commentators such as Sullivan, quoted above, blogging not only brings new voices into public debate but contains mechanisms which increase the quality of debate overall, through the build-up of analysis across blogs. Yet a key criticism of online public debate has been that individuals, freed from institutional requirements to be fair, balanced and accountable for one’s statements, have tended to rant. Usenet and email discussion lists have been singled out but the same point might be made about blogs. Blogging requires its readers to take the chaff with the wheat. In places such as the United States where there is a large number of bloggers, rising in a hierarchy of status to a small number of ‘A-list’ bloggers, much material will be sifted out. The quality of material may be higher there, perhaps at the expense of variety and richness. In the much smaller New Zealand ‘blogosphere’, we found little evidence of Sullivan’s ‘collective mind’ checking the statements of dominant voices, bringing significant new points into debate and setting new agendas.

During the period of the election campaign, from July to September 2005, there was an increase in postings on the 20 blogs we followed. However, the quality of the discourse – if judged in terms of the thoughtfulness of posts and the linking by bloggers to a range of perspectives – arguably decreased. Jordan Carter (Just Left) also comments on this:

I've observed with a tinge of disappointment the change in the tone and acuity of debate in the NZ blogs over the past year… This year, though, things have changed. I don't know whether it is the proximity of the election, the growth in the number of bloggers on the fringe right and the departure of many left bloggers, or something else, but I do know that things have changed for the worse. There is considerable rancour and an unhealthy excess of ad hominem attacks in comments on all the blogs. There is less discussion of the issues and more vapid points.​[50]​

Ironically this posting generated 50 comments, of which the majority, if only to enforce Carter’s point, descended into a discussion about whether Hitler was right-wing or not. The pressure which elections place upon the tenor of public debate, evident in the raised voices in public meetings and television appearances and the urgency of attempts to manage the news media, is strongly evident here. Blogging provides no sudden windfall to solve the democratic deficit of New Zealand electioneering.
Yet it also provided a further forum for debate, and one which operates according to slightly different dynamics to the dominant public forum of the news media. The personal dimension of the blog is not as amenable to control by the public relations machine of party politics as many other media forms (although Hide used it to some effect). That must, in our view, be considered healthy. We would emphasise in this regard the comments sections which most of the blogs studied here provided under each posting. From the initial analysis carried out for this paper, we would judge that many of those comments came from members of an informal community which developed around the blogs. This group of people who have a genuine interest in partaking in political discourse numbers in the hundreds. Many of those people are likely to be already politically active, yet many others are likely to be voices not otherwise present in political debate. Blogs – unlike the opinion polls, leaders’ debates and press release wars to be found in broadcasting and print – are unlikely to have affected the election result. In our view, it is the combination of the widening of in-depth political debate and the different tenor of that debate, focused around individuals, which deserves further analysis. Politics, if conceived in the wider sense of individuals seeking a share of power in shaping the world around them, is performed a little differently in blogging.


Appendix: Political Blogs in New Zealand
The following blogs were monitored in the course of this project. Their political position is stated, usually on the basis of their own disclosure:

Aaron Bhatnagar  www.bhatnagar.co.nz (​http:​/​​/​www.bhatnagar.co.nz​) National Party supporter
andrewfalloon.blogspot.com http://andrewfalloon.blogspot.com/ (​http:​/​​/​andrewfalloon.blogspot.com​/​​) Right
Colin Espiner http://www.stuff.co.nz/stuff/0,2106,3393328a6220,00.html (​http:​/​​/​www.stuff.co.nz​/​stuff​/​0,2106,3393328a6220,00.html​) Journalist 
Election 2005 party blogs www.stuff.co.nz (​http:​/​​/​www.stuff.co.nz​) Media outlet
Frog Blog http://blog.greens.org.nz/ (​http:​/​​/​blog.greens.org.nz​/​​) Green Party blog
Gman http://gmaninc.blogspot.com/ (​http:​/​​/​gmaninc.blogspot.com​/​​) Right
Hard News http://publicaddress.net/default,hardnews.sm (​http:​/​​/​publicaddress.net​/​default,hardnews.sm​)  Left
Just Left http://jtc.blogs.com/ (​http:​/​​/​jtc.blogs.com​/​​) Left
Kiwiblog http://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/ (​http:​/​​/​www.kiwiblog.co.nz​/​​) National Party supporter
Left and Lefter http://leftandlefter.blogspot.com/ (​http:​/​​/​leftandlefter.blogspot.com​/​​) Left
No Right Turn http://norightturn.blogspot.com/ (​http:​/​​/​norightturn.blogspot.com​/​​) Left
NZ Herald Blog www.nzherald.co.nz (​http:​/​​/​www.nzherald.co.nz​)   Media outlet
Philosophically Made  http://redbears.blogspot.com/ (​http:​/​​/​redbears.blogspot.com​/​​) Left 
Poll Dancer http://publicaddress.net/default,polldancer.sm (​http:​/​​/​publicaddress.net​/​default,polldancer.sm​) Centre
Rodney Hide http://www.rodneyhide.com/ (​http:​/​​/​www.rodneyhide.com​/​​) Act Party leader
Sir Humphrey's/Adolf Fiinkensein  http://www.sirhumphreys.com/ (​http:​/​​/​www.sirhumphreys.com​/​​) Right
Sir Humphrey's/ZenTiger http://www.sirhumphreys.com/ (​http:​/​​/​www.sirhumphreys.com​/​​) Right
Tumeke http://tumeke.blogspot.com/ (​http:​/​​/​tumeke.blogspot.com​/​​) Maori Party supporter 
Whale Oil http://whaleoil.blogspot.com/ (​http:​/​​/​whaleoil.blogspot.com​/​​) Right
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